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Loop quantum gravity and ultrahigh energy cosmic rays
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There are two main sets of data for the observed spectrum of ultrahigh energy cosmic rays~those cosmic
rays with energies greater than;431018 eV!, the high resolution Fly’s Eye~HiRes! Collaboration group
observations, which seem to be consistent with the predicted theoretical spectrum~and therefore with the
theoretical limit known as the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin cutoff!, and the observations from the Akeno Giant
Air Shower Array~AGASA! Collaboration group, which reveal an abundant flux of incoming particles with
energies above 131020 eV, violating the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin cutoff. As an explanation of this anomaly
it has been suggested that quantum-gravitational effects may be playing a decisive role in the propagation of
ultrahigh energy cosmic rays. In this article we take the loop quantum gravity approach. We shall provide some
techniques to establish and analyze new constraints on the loop quantum gravity parameters arising from both
sets of data, HiRes and AGASA. We shall also study their effects on the predicted spectrum for ultrahigh
energy cosmic rays. As a result we will state the possibility of reconciling the AGASA observations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this article we are concerned with the observation
ultrahigh energy cosmic rays~UHECR!, i.e., those cosmic
rays with energies greater than;431018 eV. Although not
completely clear, it has been suggested that these high en
particles are possibly heavy nuclei@1,2# ~we will assume
here that they are protons! and, by virtue of the isotropic
distribution with which they arrive at us, that they origina
in extragalactic sources.

A detailed understanding of the origin and nature
UHECR is far from being achieved; the way in which th
observed cosmic ray spectrum appears to us is still a mys
and a matter of great debate. The first subject of inte
~faced with the lack of reasonable mechanisms! is how such
energetic particles have been accelerated to energies
above 431018 eV by their sources. A second subject of i
terest is the study of their propagation in open space thro
the cosmic microwave background radiation~CMBR!,
whose presence necessarily produces friction on UHE
making them release energy in the form of secondary p
ticles and affecting their ability to reach great distances. T
first estimation of the characteristic distance that UHE
can reach before losing most of their energy was simu
neously made in 1966 by Greisen@3# and Zatsepin and
Kuzmin ~GZK! @4#, who showed that the observation of co
mic rays with energies greater than 431019 eV should be
greatly suppressed. This energy (431019 eV! is usually re-
ferred as to the GZK cutoff energy. Similarly and a few yea
later, Stecker@5# calculated the mean lifetime for protons
a function of their energy, giving a more accurate perspec
of the energy behavior of the cutoff and showing that cosm
rays with energies above 131020 eV should not travel more
than;100 Mpc. More detailed approaches to the GZK c
off feature have been made since these first estimations
example Berezinsky and Grigorieva@6#, Berezinskyet al.
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@7#, and Scully and Stecker@8# have made progress in th
theoretical study of the spectrumJ(E) ~i.e., the flux of arriv-
ing particles as a function of the observed energyE) that
UHECR should present. As a result, the GZK cutoff exists
the form of a suppression in the predicted flux of cosmic ra
with energies above;831019 eV.

At present there are two main different sets of data for
observed flux J(E) in its most energetic sector (E.4
31018 eV!. On one hand, we have the observations from
high resolution Fly’s Eye~HiRes! Collaboration group@9#,
which seem to be consistent with the predicted theoret
spectrum and, therefore, with the presence of the GZK c
off. Meanwhile, on the other hand, we have the observati
from the Akeno Giant Air Shower Array~AGASA! Collabo-
ration group@10#, which reveal an abundant flux of incomin
cosmic rays with energies above 131020 eV. The appearance
of these high energy events is greatly opposed to the
dicted GZK cutoff, and a great challenge that has motiva
a vast amount of new ideas and mechanisms to explain
phenomenon@11–18#. If the AGASA observations are cor
rect, then, since there are no known active objects in
neighborhood~let us say within a radiusR.100 Mpc! able
to act as sources of such energetic particles and since
arrival is mostly isotropic~without any privileged local
source!, we are forced to conclude that these cosmic ra
come from distances larger than 100 Mpc. This is commo
referred as the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin~GZK! anomaly.

One of the interesting notions emerging from the possi
existence of the GZK anomaly is that, since ultrahigh ene
cosmic rays involve the highest energy events registered
to now, then a possible framework to understand and exp
this phenomena could be of a quantum-gravitational na
@19–24#. This possibility is indeed very exciting if we con
sider the present lack of empirical support for the differe
approaches to the problem of gravity quantization. In
context of the UHECR phenomena, all these different
proaches motivated by different quantum gravity formu
tions have usually converged on a common path to solve
explain the GZK anomaly: the introduction of effective mo
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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els for the description of high energy particle propagati
These effective models, pictures of the yet unknown f
quantum gravity theory, offer the possibility of modifyin
conventional physics through new terms in the equation
motion ~now effective equations of motion!, leading to the
eventual breakup of fundamental symmetries such as Lor
invariance ~expected to be preserved at the fundamen
level!. These Lorentz symmetry breaking mechanisms
usually referred as Lorentz invariance violations~LIV’s !, if
the break introduce a privileged reference frame, or Lore
invariance deformations~LID’s !, if such a reference frame i
absent@25–27#. Their appearance on theoretical as well
phenomenological grounds~such as high energy astrophys
cal phenomena! has been widely studied, and offers a lar
and rich array of new signatures that deserve atten
@28–36#.

To deepen the above ideas, we have adopted the
quantum gravity~LQG! theory @37,38#, one of the proposed
alternatives for the yet nonexistent theory of quantum gr
ity. It is possible to study LQG through effective theories th
take into consideration matter-gravity couplings. Along th
line, in the works of Alfaroet al. @39–41#, the effects of the
loop structure of space at the Planck level are treated s
classically through a coarse-grained approximation. An in
esting feature of these methods is the explicit appearanc
the Plank scalel p and the appearance of a new length sc
L@ l p ~called the ‘‘weave’’ scale!, such that for distancesd
!L the quantum loop structure of space is manifest, wh
for distancesd>L the continuous flat geometry is regaine
The presence of these two scales in the effective theories
the consequence of introducing LIV’s to the dispersion re
tionsE5E(p) for particles with energyE and momentump.
It can be shown that these LIV’s can significantly modify t
kinematical conditions for a reaction to take place. For
stance, as shown in detail in@42#, if the dispersion relation
for a particlei is ~from here on,\5c51)

Ei
25Ai

2pi
21mi

2 ~1!

~whereEi ,pi , andmi are, respectively, the energy, mome
tum, and mass of thei th particle, andAi is a LIV parameter
that can be interpreted as the maximum velocity of thei th
particle!, then the threshold condition for a reaction to ta
place can be substantially modified if the differencedA
5Aa2Ab is nonzero (a andb are two particles involved in
the reaction leading to the mentioned threshold! @42#. An
interesting consequence of the above situation — for
UHECR phenomenology — is that the kinematical con
tions for a reaction between a primary cosmic ray and
CMBR photon can be modified, leading to new effects a
predictions such as an abundant flux of cosmic rays w
beyond the GZK cutoff energy~explaining in this way the
AGASA observations!.

The purpose of this paper is to provide some technique
establish and analyze new constraints on the LQG par
eters ~or any other LIV parameters! that will surely arise
when the experimental situation is clarified in a reliable w
up to a certain energy scale. In the present case, and fo
practical purposes of this paper, we shall assume that suc
08300
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energy scale is currently 431019 eV. Also, we shall attempt
to predict ~under certain assumptions! a modified UHECR
spectrum arising from the LQG corrections to the conve
tional theory, and consistent with the AGASA observatio
~although we shall analyze both HiRes and AGASA sets
data throughout this paper, we will be more concerned w
the possibility that the AGASA results are the correct one!.
To accomplish these goals, we have organized this articl
follows. In Sec. II, ‘‘Ultrahigh energy cosmic rays,’’ we giv
a brief self-contained derivation of the conventional sp
trum and briefly analyze it jointly with HiRes and AGASA
observations. In Sec. III, ‘‘Loop quantum gravity,’’ w
present a short outline of loop quantum gravity and its eff
tive description of fermion and electromagnetic fields~rel-
evant for the description of UHECR propagation!. In Sec. IV,
‘‘Threshold conditions,’’ we analyze the effects of LQG co
rections on the threshold conditions for the main reactio
involved in the UHECR phenomena to take place. In Sec
‘‘Modified spectrum,’’ we show how the modified kinematic
can be relevant to the theoretical spectrumJ(E) of cosmic
rays ~we will present the modified spectrum obtained!. Sec-
tion VI, ‘‘Conclusions,’’ is reserved for some final remarks

II. ULTRAHIGH ENERGY COSMIC RAYS

In this section we review the main steps in the derivat
of the UHECR spectrum. This presentation will be use
and relevant for the description of the kinematical effe
that LQG corrections can have on the predicted flux of c
mic rays. The following material is mainly contained in th
work of Stecker@5#, Berezinskyet al. @7#, and Scully and
Stecker@8#.

A. General description

Two simple and commonly used assumptions for the
velopment of the cosmic ray spectrum are~1! that the
sources are uniformly distributed in the Universe, and~2!
that the generation fluxF(Eg) of emitted cosmic rays from
the sources is correctly described by a power law behavio
the formF(Eg)}Eg

2gg , whereEg is the energy of the emit-
ted particle andgg is the generation index.

One of the main quantities in the calculation of th
UHECR spectrum is the energy loss2E21dE/dt. This
quantity describes the rate at which a cosmic ray loses
ergy, and takes into consideration two chief contributio
the energy loss due to the redshift attenuation and the en
loss due to collisions with the CMBR photons. This last co
tribution depends, at the same time, on the cross sections
and the inelasticitiesK of the interactions produced durin
the propagation of protons in the extragalactic medium,
well as on the CMBR spectrum. The most important re
tions taking place in the description of proton propagat
~and which produce the release of energy in the form
particles! are the pair creation

p1g→p1e21e1 ~2!

and the photopion production
3-2
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LOOP QUANTUM GRAVITY AND ULTRAHIGH ENERGY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D67, 083003 ~2003!
p1g→p1p. ~3!

This last reaction happens through several channels~for ex-
ample, the baryonicD andN and mesonicr andv resonance
channels, just to mention some of them! and is the main
reason for the appearance of the GZK cutoff.

B. Some kinematics

To study the interaction between protons and the CMB
it is useful to distinguish between three reference syste
the laboratory systemK @which we identify with the
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker~FRW! comoving reference
system#, the center of mass~c.m.! systemK* , and the sys-
tem where the proton is at rest,K8. In terms of these sys
tems, the photon energy is expressed asv in K and ase in
K8. The relation between the two quantities is simply

e5gv~12b cosu!, ~4!

whereg5E/mp is the Lorentz factor relatingK and K8,E
and mp are the energy and mass of the incident protonb
5A12g22, andu is the angle between the momenta of t
photon and the proton measured in the laboratory systemK.

To determine the total energyEtot* 5E* 1e* in the c.m.
system, it is enough to use the invariant energy squares
[Etot

2 2ptot
2 ~whereEtot5E1v and ptot are the total energy

and momentum in the laboratory system!. In this way, we
have

Etot* 25s5mp
212mpe. ~5!

As a consequence, the Lorentz factorgc , which relates theK
reference system to theK* system, is

gc5
E1v

As
.

E

~mp
212mpe!1/2

. ~6!

Let us consider the relevant case in which the reac
between the proton and the CMBR photon is of the type

p1g→a1b, ~7!

wherea and b are two final particles of the collision. Th
final energies of these particles are easily determined by
conservation of energy-momentum. In theK* system these
are

Ea,b* 5
1

2As
~s1ma,b

2 2mb,a
2 !. ~8!

Transforming this quantity to the laboratory system, and
eraging with respect to the angle between the direction
the final momenta, it is possible to find that the final avera
energy ofa ~or b) in the laboratory system is

^Ea,b&5
E

2 S 11
ma,b

2 2mb,a
2

s D . ~9!
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The inelasticityK of the reaction is defined as the avera
fractional differenceK5DE/E, where DE5E2Ef is the
difference between the initial energyE and final energyEf of
the proton~in a single collision with the CMBR photons!.
For the particular case of the emission of an arbitrary part
a ~that is to say,p1g→p1a), expression~9! allows us to
write

Ka~s!5
1

2 S 11
ma

22mp
2

s D , ~10!

whereKa is the inelasticity of the process described. This
one of the main quantities involved in the study of t
UHECR spectrum, in particular, when the emitted particlea
is a pion.

C. Mean life t„E…

To derive the UHECR spectrum it is imperative to kno
the mean lifet(E) of the cosmic ray~or proton! with energy
E propagating in space, due to the attenuation of its ene
by the interactions with the CMBR photons. The mean l
t(E) is defined through the relation

t~E!215S 2
1

E

dE

dt D
col

, ~11!

where the label ‘‘col’’ refers to the fact that the energy loss
due to the collisions with the CMBR photons. To explicit
determine the form oft(E), let us express Eq.~11! in terms
of the microscopic collision quantities

t~E!215
DE

E

1

Dt
, ~12!

whereDE is the difference between the initial and final e
ergies of the proton before and after each collision, andDt is
the characteristic time between collisions. Introducing
inelasticity through its definitionK5DE/E, and expressing
the characteristic time in terms of the scattering cross sec
and densityr of the target photons, we can then write

t~E!215Ksrv rel , ~13!

wherev rel is the relative velocity between the incident proto
and the background. The above relation can be driven
more accurate version if we consider that bothv rel ands are
functions of the energy and direction of propagation of t
CMBR photons relative to the incident proton. Consideri
these elements, we are able to write

dt~E!215Ksv relh~v!dvdV/4p, ~14!

whereh(v)dv is the CMBR density of photons with ene
gies in the range@v,v1dv#, anddV/4p5sinududf/4p is
the section of solid angle. With the above quantities, it
simple to rewritev rel through

v reldV/4p5
ededf

4pg2v2
, ~15!
3-3
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with eP@0,2gv# and fP@0,2p#. Substituting Eq.~15! in
Eq. ~14! and using the fact that the CMBR density corr
sponds to a Planck distributionh(v)dv5v2dv/p2(ev/kT

21), it is finally possible to show that the mean lifet(E)
can be written in the form

t~E!2152
kT

2p2g2Ee th

`

des~e!K~e!e ln@12e2e/2gkT#.

~16!

D. Energy loss and spectrum

The energy loss suffered by a very energetic proton d
ing its journey, from a distant source to our detectors, is
only produced by the collisions that it has with CMBR at
particular epoch. There will also be a decrease in its ene
due to the redshift attenuation produced by the expansio
the Universe. At the same time, this expansion will affect
collision rate through the attenuation of the photon gas d
sity, which can be understood as a cooling of the CMB
through the relationT5(11z)T0, wherez is the redshift and
T0 is the temperature of the background at the present ti
To calculate the spectrum we need to consider the rat
energy loss during any epochz of the Universe.

For the present discussion, we shall assume that the
verse is well described by a matter dominated Friedma
Robertson-Walker space-time, and that the ratio of den
V05r/rc ~wherer is the energy density of the present Un
verse andrc is the critical energy density for the Universe
be flat! is such thatV051. The above assumptions give ris
to the following relation between the temporal coordinatt
~proper time in the comoving system! and the redshiftz:

dt52
dz

H0~11z!5/2
, ~17!

whereH0 is the Hubble constant at the present time. Sin
the momentum of a free particle in a FRW space behave
p}(11z), we will have, with the additional consideratio
p@m ~wherem is the particle mass!, that the energy loss du
to redshift is

S 2
1

E

dE

dt D
cr

5H0~11z!3/2. ~18!

On the other hand, the energy loss due to collisions w
the CMBR will evolve as the background temperatu
changes@recall that T5(11z)T0]. This evolution can be
parametrized throughz and is given by

S 2
1

E

dE

dt D
col

5~11z!3t~@11z#E!21. ~19!

The total energy loss can be expressed as the additio
the former contributions~usingz instead oft)

1

E

dE

dz
5~11z!211H0

21~11z!1/2t~@11z#E!21. ~20!
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Equation~20! can be numerically integrated to give the e
ergy Eg(E,z) of a proton generated by the source in az
epoch and that will be detected with an energyE here on
Earth. Let us designate this solution by the formal express

Eg~E,z!5l~E,z!E. ~21!

It is also possible to manipulate Eq.~20! to obtain an
expression for the dilatation of the energy intervaldEg /dE.
To accomplish this it is necessary to integrate Eq.~20! with
respect toz and then differentiate it with respect toE to
obtain an integral equation fordEg /dE. The solution of such
an equation is found to be

dEg~zg!

dE
5~11zg!expF E

0

zg dz

H0
~11z!1/2

db~E8!

dE8
G ,

~22!

whereE85(11z)l(E,z)E.
The total fluxdJ(E) of emitted particles from a volume

elementdV5R3(z)r 2drdV, in the epochz and coordinater,
measured from Earth at present with energyE, is

dJ~E!dE5
F~E0 ,z!dE0n~z!dV

~11z!4pR0
2r 2

, ~23!

whereJ(E) is the particle flux per energy,F(E0 ,z)dE0 the
emitted particle flux within the range (E0 ,E01dE0), and
n(z) the density of sources inz. As previously mentioned, it
is convenient to study the emission flux with a power la
spectrum of the typeF(E)}E2gg. It can be shown that with
this assumption the relation between the emission flux
the total luminosity Lp of the source is F(E)5(gg
22)LpE2gg. To describe the evolution of the sources w
shall also use a power law behavior. This will be do
through the relation

Lp~z!n~z!5~11z!(31m)Lp~0!n~0!

5~11z!(31m)L0 , ~24!

in such a way thatm50 corresponds to the case in whic
sources do not evolve. If we consider thatR05(11z)R(z)
andR(z)dr5dt for flat spaces~andv.1 for very energetic
particles!, using Eq.~17! to express all in terms ofz, and,
finally, integrating Eq.~23! from z50 to somez5zmax for
which sources are not relevant for the phenomena, it is p
sible to obtain

J~E!5~gg22!
1

4p

L0

H0
E2gg

3E
0

zmax
dzg~11zg!m25/2l2gg~E,zg!

dEg~zg!

dE
.

~25!

The above expression constitutes the spectrum of UHECR
remains to fix~observationally! the volumetric luminosityL0
and thegg andm indices.
3-4
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E. Ultrahigh energy cosmic ray spectrum

To accomplish the computation of the theoretical sp
trum we need information about the dynamical proces
taking place in the propagation of protons along the CMB
As we already emphasized, the most important reactions
ing place in the description of a proton’s propagation are
pair creationp1g→p1e21e1 and the photopion produc
tion p1g→p1p. This last reaction is mediated by sever
channels. The main channels are

p1g→N1p ~26!

→D1p ~27!

→R ~28!

→N1r~770! ~29!

→N1v~782!. ~30!

The total cross sections and inelasticities of these proce
are well known and can be used in Eq.~16! to compute the
mean lifetime of protons as a function of their energy. Th
with the help of expressions~22! and ~25!, we can finally
find the predicted spectrum for the UHECR.

Figure 1 shows the obtained spectrumJ(E) of UHECR
and the HiRes observed data~two detectors, HiRes-I and
HiRes-II!. In order to emphasize the appearance of the G
cutoff in the spectrum, we have selected the idealized c
when the maximum generation energyEmax for the emitted
particles from sources isEmax5`. To fit the HiRes data, the
generation index for the theoretical spectrum shown in
figure isgg52.7, while the evolution index ism50. Addi-
tionally, the volumetric luminosity is L052.96
31051 ergs/Mpc3 yr.

Figure 2 shows the obtained spectrumJ(E) of UHECR
and the AGASA observed data. Again, we have selected

FIG. 1. UHECR spectrum and HiRes observations. The fig
shows the UHECR spectrumJ(E) multiplied by E3, for uniformly
distributed sources, without evolution (m50), generation index
gg52.7, and a maximum generation energyEmax5`. Also shown
are the HiRes observed events.
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the theoretical spectrumJ(E) the idealized caseEmax5`.
To reconcile the data of the low energy region (E,4
31019 eV!, where the pair creation dominates the ene
loss, it is necessary to have a generation indexgg52.7 ~with
the additional supposition that sources do not evolve! and a
volumetric luminosityL054.731051 ergs/Mpc3 yr. It can
be seen that for events with energiesE.431019 eV, where
the energy loss is dominated by the photopion producti
the predicted spectrum does not fit the data well. To hav
statistical sense of the discrepancy between observation
theory, we can calculate the Poisson probabilityP of an ex-
cess in the five highest energy bins. This isP51.131028.
Another statistical measure is provided by the Poissonx2

given by @43#

x25(
i

@2~Ni
th2Ni

obs!12Ni
obsln~Ni

obs/Ni
th!#. ~31!

Computing this quantity for the eight highest energy bins,
obtain x2529. These quantities show how far the AGAS
measurements are from the theoretical prediction given
the curve of Fig. 2. Other more sophisticated models h
also been analyzed in detail@7#; nevertheless, it has turne
out that conventional physics does not have the capacit
reproduce the observations from the AGASA Collaborat
group in a satisfactory way.

Whether HiRes or AGASA data are pointing in the rig
direction to describe the correct pattern present in the arr
of UHECR is still an open issue~see, for example, Ref.@44#
for a detailed comparison between the two experimental
sults!. In the rest of the paper we shall focus our attention
the possibility of an absence of the GZK cutoff as a con
quence of LQG effects. For this reason, we will later retu
to the AGASA observations in order to contrast the results
the following sections.

e FIG. 2. UHECR spectrum and AGASA observations. The figu
shows the UHECR spectrumJ(E) multiplied by E3, for uniformly
distributed sources, without evolution, and a maximum genera
energyEmax5`. Also shown are the AGASA observed events. T
best fit for the low energy sector (E,431019 eV! corresponds to
gg52.7.
3-5
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III. LOOP QUANTUM GRAVITY

Loop quantum gravity is a canonical approach to
problem of gravity quantization. It is based on the constr
tion of a spin network basis, labeled by graphs embedde
a three-dimensional insertionS in space-time. A conse
quence of this approach is that the quantum structure
space-time will be of a polymerlike nature, highly man
fested in phenomena involving the Planck scalel p .

The above very brief outline of loop quantum gravity a
lows us to figure out how complicated a full treatment o
physical phenomenon could be when the quantum natur
gravity is considered, even if the physical system is char
terized by a flat geometry. It is possible, however, to int
duce a loop state which approximates a flat three-metric
S at length scales greater than the length scaleL@ l p . For
pure gravity, this state is referred to as the weave stateuW&,
and the length scaleL as the weave scale. A flat weaveuW&
will be characterized byL in such a way that for distance
d!L the quantum loop structure of space is manifest, wh
for distancesd>L the continuous flat geometry is regaine
With this approach, for instance, the metric operatorq̂ab sat-
isfies

^Wuq̂abuW&5dab1O~ l p /L!. ~32!

A generalization of the former idea, to include matt
fields, is also possible. In this case, the loop state repres
a matter fieldc coupled to gravity. Such a state is denoted
uW,c& and, again, is simply referred to as the weave.
before, it will be characterized by the weave scaleL and the
Hamiltonian operatorsĤc are expected to satisfy a relatio
analogous to Eq.~32!, that is, we shall be able to define a
effective HamiltonianHc such that

Hc5^W,cuĤcuW,c&. ~33!

An approach to this task has been performed by Alfaroet al.
@39–41# for 1/2-spin fermions and the electromagnetic fie
In this approach the effects of the loop structure of spac
the Planck level are treated semiclassically through a coa
grained approximation@45#. This method leads to the natur
appearance of LIV’s in the equations of motion derived fro
the effective Hamiltonian. The key feature here is that
effective Hamiltonian is constructed from expectation valu
of dynamical quantities from both the matter fields and
gravitational field. In this way, when a flat weave is cons
ered, the expectation values of the gravitational part will
pear in the equations of motion for the matter fields in
form of coefficients with dependence in both scalesL and
l p . When a flat geometry is considered, the expectation
ues can be interpreted as vacuum expectation values fo
matter fields considered.

A significant discussion is whether the Lorentz symme
is present in the full LQG theory~as in its classical counter
part! or not @46#. For the present work, we shall assume th
Lorentz symmetry is indeed present in the full LQG theo
This assumption, jointly with the consideration that the n
corrective coefficients are vacuum expectation values, le
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us to consider that the Lorentz symmetry is spontaneou
broken in the effective theory level.

In what follows we will briefly summarize the equation
of motion obtained for both 1/2-spin fermions and photo
as well as the obtained dispersion relations.

A. Fermions

The LQG effective equations of motion for a 1/2-sp
fermion field, coupled to gravity, are@39#

F i
]

]t
2 iÂsW •¹1

B̂

2LGj~x!2m~C2 iDsW •¹!x~x!50,

~34!

F i
]

]t
1 iÂsW •¹2

B̂

2LGx~x!2m~C2 iDsW •¹!j~x!50,

~35!

where j(x) and x(x) are the spinor components for th
Dirac field C(x)5„j(x),x(x)… and the Hermitian operator
Â and Ĉ are given by the following expressions:

Â511k1

l p

L 1k2S l p

LD 2

1
k3

2
l p
2¹2, ~36!

B̂5k5

l p

L 1k6S l p

LD 2

1
k7

2
l p
2¹2, ~37!

and the constantsC andD are given by

C511k8

l p

L , ~38!

D5
k9

2\
l p . ~39!

In the above expressions thek i quantities are unknown co
efficients of order 1 which need to be determined. In the c
that C(x) is a Majorana field, thej(x) and x(x) spinors
satisfy the reality condition

j~x!52 is2x* ~x! and x~x!5 is2j* ~x!. ~40!

With the help of this condition, Eqs.~34! and ~35! can be
simplified to

F ]

]t
2ÂsW •¹2

iB̂

2LGj~x!2m~C2 iDsW •¹!s2j* ~x!50.

~41!

Equations~34! and ~35! are invariant under charge conjug
tion C and time inversionT, but not under parity conjugation
P. As a consequence, the fermion equation of motion viola
the CPT symmetry throughP. The terms that produce theP
violation are those related toB̂ andD.

Some comments need to be made at this stage. Of
cially importance to the development of the above effect
equations of motion is that they are valid only in a homog
3-6
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neous and isotropic system. From the point of view o
spontaneous symmetry breakup such a system is unique
therefore, a privileged reference frame. It is possible then
put the equations of motion~and therefore the dispersio
relations! in a covariant form through the introduction of
four-velocity vector explicitly denoting the existence of
preferred system. From the cosmological point of view, su
a privileged system does exist, and corresponds to
CMBR comoving reference system. For that reason, we s
assume that the preferred system denoted by the presen
LIV’s is the same CMBR comoving reference frame and w
use it as the laboratory system.

The dispersion relation for fermions can easily be o
tained through the development of a Klein-Gordon-li
equation. The dispersion relation obtained is

E6
2 5S Ap6

B

2LD 2

1m2~C6Dp!2, ~42!

where the6 signs correspond to the helicity state of t
described particle~note that these signs are produced by
parity violation coefficients!, and where now we have

A511k1

l p

L 1k2S l p

LD 2

1
k3

2
l p
2p2,

B5k5

l p

L 1k6S l p

LD 2

1
k7

2
l p
2p2,

C511k8

l p

L ,

D5
k9

2
l p . ~43!

For our purposes, it will be sufficient to consider the low
contributions in both scalesl p andL @24#:

E6
2 5p212ap21hp462lp1m2, ~44!

where we have defined the new set of correctionsa,h, andl
depending on the scalesL and l p in the following way:

a5ka~ l p /L!2, ~45!

h5khl p
2 , ~46!

l5kll p/2L 2, ~47!

ka ,kh , andkl being adimensional parameters of order 1

B. Photons

For the electromagnetic sector of the theory we have
following set of effective equations:
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A~¹3BW !2
1

c

]EW

]t
12l p

2u3¹2~¹3BW !22u8l p¹2BW

14u4L 2S L
l p

D 2Y

l p
2¹3~BW 2BW !50, ~48!

A~¹3EW !1
1

c

]BW

]t
12l p

2u3¹2~¹3EW !22u8l p¹2EW 50,

~49!

where

A511u7S l p

LD 212Y

. ~50!

To calculate a dispersion relation for photons we need
consider only the linear part of Eqs.~48! and ~49! and try
solutions of the typeEW 5EW 0ei (kW•xW2vt) and BW 5BW 0ei (kW•xW2vt)

for the electric and magnetic fields. In this way, the disp
sion relation obtained between the energyv and the momen-
tum k of photons is

v65k@Ag2u3~ l pk!26u8l pk#, ~51!

where

Ag511kgS l p

LD 212Y

. ~52!

In the previous expression thekg and u i coefficients are
adimensional parameters of order 1. As before, the6 signs
refer to the helicity state of the photons described. TheY
quantity is a free parameter that measures a possible no
nonical scaling of the gravitational expectation values in
semiclassical state~let us note that the presence ofY in the
fermionic sector was not considered in@39#!. To be consis-
tent with the dispersion relation of fermions, we shall co
sider only possibilitiesY521/2, 0, 1/2, 1, etc., in such a
way thatAg;11O@( l p /L)n#, wheren5212Y is a posi-
tive natural number. With this supposition, we can find
tentative value forY, through the bound of the lower orde
correctiondA;O@( l p /L)n# ~where dA5Ag2Aa , being a
another particle!.

Considering the lower order contributions in both sca
l p andL, we are able to simplify the photon dispersion r
lation to

v6
2 5k212agk262ugl pk3, ~53!

where ag is defined by the relationAg511ag51
1kg( l p /L)212Y.

C. Other particles

We have so far examined the dispersion relations com
from LQG for both 1/2-spin fermions and photons. A re
evant issue for the following development is the establi
ment of a valid extension of the former results for oth
particles. In particular, we are interested in considering d
persion relations for 3/2-spin fermions and 0-spin mass
3-7
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J. ALFARO AND G. PALMA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 083003 ~2003!
bosons. A precise and rigorous procedure would requir
complete calculation of the effective field equations of m
tion coming from LQG for each particle flavor in which w
are interested. For present purposes we will assert tha
valid dispersion relation for more general fermions is sim

E6
2 5p212ap21hp462lp1m2. ~54!

This assertion preserves the basic symmetries and ass
tions that led to the equations of motion for 1/2-spin ferm
ons.

On the other hand, in the case of bosonic 0-spin partic
we will assert that the valid dispersion relation consists o

E25p212ap21hp41m2. ~55!

This assertion is based on the fact that the symmetries
volved in the construction of the effective Hamiltonian f
0-spin bosons would prevent the appearance of terms likl
~which depends on the helicity!.

To conclude, let us mention that the dispersion relat
~54! will be used for the physical description of electron
protons, neutrons, andD andN baryonic resonances. Mean
while, the dispersion relation~55! will be used for the me-
sonsp,r, andv.

IV. THRESHOLD CONDITIONS

A useful discussion around the effects that LIV’s can ha
on the propagation of UHECR can be raised through
study of the threshold conditions for the reactions to ta
place@42#. To simplify our subsequent discussions, let us u
the following notation for the modified dispersion relation

E25p21 f ~p!1m2, ~56!

where f (p) is the deformation function of the momentump.
A decay reaction is kinematically allowed when, for

given value of the total momentumpW 05( initial pW 5(final pW ,
one can find a total energy valueE0 such thatE0>Emin .
Here Emin is the minimum value attainable by the total e
ergy of the decaying products for a given total moment
pW 0. To find Emin , it is enough to take the individual deca
product momenta to be collinear with respect to the to
momentumpW 0 and with the same direction. To see this, w
can varyE0 with the appropriate restrictions

E05(
i

Ei~pi !1j j S p0
j 2(

i
pi

j D , ~57!

wherej j are Lagrange multipliers, and thei index specifies
the i th particle and thej index thej th vectorial component o
the different quantities. Doing the variation, we obtain

]Ei

]pi
j
[v i

j5j j . ~58!

That is to say, the velocities of all the final particles produc
must be equal toj. Since the dispersion relations that we a
treating are monotonically increasing in the range of m
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mentap.l, the momenta can be taken as being colline
and with the same direction of the initial quantitypW 0.

In this work, we will focus on those cases in which tw
particles~saya andb) collide to subsequently decay into th
aforementioned final states. For the present discussion,
ticlesa andb have momentapW a andpW b , respectively, and the
total momentum of the system ispW 0. It is easy to see from
the dispersion relations that we are considering that the t
energy of the system will depend only onpa5upW au and pb

5upW bu. Therefore, to obtain the threshold condition for t
mentioned kind of process, we must find the maximum p
sible total energyEmax of the initial configuration, given the
knowledge ofpa and pb . To accomplish this, let us fixpW a

and vary the incoming direction ofpW b5n̂pb in

E05Ea~pW 02pbn̂!1Eb~pb!1x~ n̂221!. ~59!

Varying Eq. ~59! with respect ton̂ (x is a Lagrange multi-
plier!, we find

n̂i5
va

i pb

2x
. ~60!

In this way we obtain two extremal situationsx5
6vapb/2, or simply

n̂i56
va

i

va
. ~61!

A simple inspection shows that, for the dispersion relatio
that we are considering, the maximum energy is given
n̂i52va

i /va , or, in other words, when a frontal collisio
takes place.

Summarizing, the threshold condition for a two-partic
(a andb) collision and subsequent decay can be expres
through the following requirements:

Ea1Eb>(
final

Ef , ~62!

with all final particles having the same velocity (v i5v j for
any final particlesi and j ), and

pa2pb5(
final

pf , ~63!

where the sign of the momenta(final pf is given by the di-
rection of the highest momentum magnitude of the init
particles.

Our interest in the next subsections is the study of
reactions involved in high energy cosmic ray phenome
through the threshold conditions. To accomplish this g
through simple expressions that are easy to manipulate
shall further use, for the equal velocities condition, the si
plification

Ebma5Eamb , ~64!
3-8
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valid for the study of parameters coming from the regi
f (p)!m2. This simplification will allow the achievement o
bounds over the order of magnitude of the different para
eters involved in the modified dispersion relations, which
precisely our main concern.

In the following subsections we will study the kinematic
effects of LIV’s through the threshold conditions for the r
actions involved in the propagation of UHECR. Since, in t
phenomenon, photons are present in the form of low ene
particles~the soft photons of the CMBR!, the LQG correc-
tions in the electromagnetic sector of the theory can be
nored. LQG corrections to the electromagnetic sector, h
ever, have already been studied for other high ene
reactions such as the Mkn 501g rays @24#.

A. Photopion production g¿p\p¿p

Let us begin with the photopion productiong1p→p
1p. Considering the corrections provided in the dispers
relations~44! and~55! for fermions and bosons, we note tha
for the photopion production to proceed, the following co
dition must be satisfied:

2daEp
2 1S dh13hp

mp~mp1mp!

mp
2 D Ep

4 12Ep~ ulpu6lp!

14Epv>
mp

2 ~2mp1mp!

mp1mp
, ~65!

where Ep is the energy of the emergent pion,da5ap
2ap , and dh5hp2hp . In expression~65!, the 6 signs
refer to the helicity of the incident proton. Since there w
necessarily be a proton helicity that can minimize the te
associated withlp and, therefore, minimize the energy co
figuration for the threshold condition, we must insert, in E
~65!, the following equality:

2Ep~ ulpu6lp!50. ~66!

In addition, we are assuming that the difference betweek
parameters from different particles is of order 1 (dk;1).
Therefore, if not null, we can takehp to dominate overdh in
Eq. ~65!. With these considerations in mind, we are left w

2daEp
2 1168hpEp

4 14Epv>
mp

2 ~2mp1mp!

mp1mp
. ~67!

Note that in the absence of LQG corrections the thresh
condition is simply

4Epv>
mp

2 ~2mp1mp!

mp1mp
. ~68!

B. Resonant productiong¿p\D

The main channel involved in the photopion production
the resonant production of theD(1232). It can be shown tha
the threshold condition for the resonantD(1232) decay re-
action to occur is
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2daEp
21dhEp

412@~6 !plp1ulDu#Ep14vEp

>mD
2 2mp

2 , ~69!

whereEp is the incident proton energy,da5ap2aD , and
dh5hp2hD . Additionally, (6)p refers to the incident pro-
ton helicity. In the absence of LQG corrections, the conv
tional threshold condition is naturally reobtained:

Ep>
mD

2 2mp
2

4v
. ~70!

C. Pair creation g¿p\p¿e¿¿eÀ

Pair creation,g1p→p1e11e2, is very abundant in the
sector previous to the GZK limit. When the dispersion re
tions for fermions are considered for both protons and e
trons, it is possible to find

da
me

mp12me
E212S dh1

3

4
hp

mp~mp12me!

me
2 D

3S me

mp12me
D 3

E41Ev1uleuE1
1

2
~ ulpu6lp!E

>me~mp1me!, ~71!

with da5ap2ae anddh5hp2he .
As in the case of photopion production, there will alwa

be an incident proton helicity that can minimize the inequ
ity ~71!. Therefore, to study the production of the electro
positron pair under its threshold condition, we shall s
ulpu6lp50. On the other hand, since our intention is
estimate an order of magnitude for the value of the dive
parameters present in the theory, let us ignore thedh term,
since the presence ofhp is of greater relevance@recall that
we are considering thatO(h)5O(dh)]. With these consid-
erations, we obtain

da
me

mp
E21

3

2
h

me

mp
E41uleuE1Ev>me~mp1me!,

~72!

where we have also usedmp1me.mp , to simplify the
above expression.

Finally, if no corrections are present at all, the thresh
condition would be reduced to the conventional one,

Ev>me~mp1me!. ~73!

D. Bounds

In order to study the threshold conditions~67!, ~69!, and
~72! in the context of the GZK anomaly, we must establi
some criteria.

First, as we have seen in Sec. II, the conventionally
tained theoretical spectrum provides a very good descrip
of the phenomena up to an energy;431019 eV. The main
reaction taking place in this well described region is p
creationg1p→p1e11e2 and, therefore, no modification
3-9
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J. ALFARO AND G. PALMA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 083003 ~2003!
are present for this reaction up to;431019 eV. As a conse-
quence, and since threshold conditions offer a measur
how modified the kinematics is, we will require that th
threshold condition~72! for pair creation not be substantiall
altered by the new corrective terms.

Second, we have the GZK anomaly itself, which we a
committed to explain. Since for energies greater than;8
31019 eV the conventional theoretical spectrum does no
the experimental data well, we shall require that LQG c
rections be able to offer a violation of the GZK cutoff. Th
dominant reaction in the violatedE.831019 eV region is
photopion production and, therefore, we shall require furt
that the new corrective terms present in the kinematical
culations be able to shift the threshold significantly to p
clude the reaction.

As a last possibility, we shall also examine the boun
arising for the case in which no GZK anomaly~and therefore
no violations to the threshold and kinematics! really exists.
Since the HiRes data have reached;1.831020 eV, we will
consider the scenario in which no violation at all is co
firmed by the data up to a reference energyEref5231020 eV.

In order to study the different corrections, given that w
do not have a detailed knowledge of the deviation para
eters, we shall take account of them independently. N
rally, there will always exist the possibility of having a
adequate combination of these parameter values that c
affect the threshold conditions simultaneously. However,
will soon be evident, each one of these parameters will
significant at different energy ranges.

1. a correction

We shall begin our analysis with the correctiona and
consideration of the threshold condition for pair productio
In this case we have

da
me

mp
E21Ev>me~mp1me!, ~74!

with da5ap2ae . As is clear from the above condition, th
minimum soft photon energyvmin for the pair production to
occur is

vmin5
me

E
~mp1me!2da

me

mp
E. ~75!

It follows therefore that the condition for a significant in
crease or decrease in the threshold energy for pair produc
becomesudau>mp(mp1me)/E

2. In this way, if we do not
want the kinematics to be modified up to a reference ene
Eref5331019 eV, we must impose the following constrain

uap2aeu,
~mp1me!mp

Eref
2

59.8310222. ~76!

Similar treatments can be found for the analysis of ot
astrophysical signals like the Mkn 501g rays@47#, when the
absence of anomalies is considered.

Let us now consider the threshold condition for photop
production. Taking only thea correction, we have
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2daEp
2 14Epv>

mp
2 ~2mp1mp!

mp1mp
. ~77!

It is possible to find that for the above condition to be vi
lated for all energiesEp of the emerging pion, and therefor
for no reaction to take place, the following inequality mu
hold:

ap2ap.
2v2~mp1mp!

mp
2 ~2mp1mp!

53.3310224@v/v0#2, ~78!

wherev05KT52.3531024 eV is the thermal CMBR en-
ergy. If we repeat these steps for theD(1232) resonant de
cay, we obtain the following condition:

aD2ap.
2v2

mD
2 2mp

2
51.7310225@v/v0#2. ~79!

To estimate a range for the weave scaleL, let us use as a
reference energyv ref5vmin , where vmin is the minimum
energy for the reaction to take place, in inequality~77!, when
the condition for a significant increase in the threshold c
dition is taken into account~for the primordial proton refer-
ence energyEref5231020, this is vmin;2.93v0), and
combine the results deduced from the mentioned requ
ments. Assuming that theka parameters are of order 1, a
well as the difference between them for different particl
we can estimate—for the weave scaleL—the preferred
range

2.6310218 eV21&L&1.6310217 eV21, ~80!

where the left-hand and right-hand sides come from
bounds~76! and~78!, respectively@since theD~1232! is just
one channel of photopion production, we shall not conside
to set any bound#.

If no GZK anomaly is confirmed in future experiment
observations, then we should state a stronger bound for
differenceap2ap . Using the same assumptions to set t
restriction~76! when the primordial proton reference ener
is Eref5231020 eV, it is possible to find

uap2apu,2.3310223. ~81!

In terms of the length scaleL, this last bound may be read a

L*1.7310217 eV21, ~82!

which is a stronger bound overL than Eq.~76!, offered by
pair creation.

2. h correction

Let us now turn our attention to theh parameter. The
threshold condition for the pair production, when only theh
parameter is considered, is

3

2
h

me

mp
E41Ev>me~mp1me!. ~83!
3-10
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Repeating the same analysis we did for thea parameter, it is
possible to find the following constraint:

uhu,
2

3

mp

Eref
4 ~mp1me!51.6310260 eV22. ~84!

Recalling thath5khl p
2 , the result~84! can be reexpressed i

the form

ukhu&2.431024, ~85!

which is, of course, a strong bound over a parameter of o
1.

Since the basis of the effective LQG methods which
have developed rely on the fact that the coefficientsk are of
order 1, we must conclude that a correction of typeh should
be discarded, in opposition to the expectations of our pre
ous work @24#, when only photopion production was an
lyzed.

3. l correction

Finally, we have to consider thel correction. In our pre-
vious work @24#, having studied photopion productio
through theD(1232) channel decay, we emphasized the p
sibility of a helicity-dependent violation. For this effect t
take place, the following configuration must be satisfied~us-
ing againv ref5vmin):

ulpu>ulDu11.331023 eV. ~86!

However, when pair production is analyzed~in the same way
as witha andh), the following condition emerges forle :

uleu,1.631025 eV, ~87!

which is more than one order of magnitude stronger than
required value for protons in Eq.~86!. This weakens the
possibility of a limit violation through helicity-dependent e
fects.

Another stronger bound can be found in@48#, where a
dispersion relation of the type

E25p21lp1m2 ~88!

is analyzed, and it is found that the casel>131027 eV
should be discarded because of the highly sensitive meas
ments of the Lamb shift.

E. The cubic correction

A commonly studied correction which has appeared
several recent works@21,23,33#, and which deserves our a
tention, is the case of a cubic correction of the form

E25p21m21jp3 ~89!

~wherej is an arbitrary scale!. It is interesting to note tha
strong bounds can be placed over the deformationf (p)
5jp3. We will assume in this section thatj is a universal
parameter~an assumption followed by most of the work
this field!.
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From the dispersion relation~89!, the threshold condition
for photopion production is

4vE12j
mpmp

~mp1mp!2
E3>mp~2mp1mp!. ~90!

Clearly, whenj is negative, it can be observed from Eq.~90!
that the threshold energy for photopion production can
easily shifted, preventing the reaction from taking place
high energies. The condition for this to be the case is

2j.
128

27

v0
3

mp
3 mp

S mp1mp

2mp1mp
D 2

@v/v0#3

57.75310245@v/v0#3 eV21. ~91!

It can be seen therefore that in the particular case ofj5
2 l p ( l p58.3310229 eV21) the reaction can be conside
ably suppressed.

Let us note, however, that the pair productionp1g→p
1e11e2 imposes strong restrictions over a negativej pa-
rameter. Following the methods that we have used up to n
it is possible to find that the threshold condition for pa
production is

vE1j
memp

~mp12me!
2

E3>me~mp1me!. ~92!

Since we cannot infer modifications in the description of p
production in the cosmic ray spectra up to energiesE;4
31019 eV, we must at least impute the following inequalit

uju,
~mp1me!~mp12me!

2

mpEref
3

53.26310241 eV21~53.98310213l p!, ~93!

where we have usedEref5331019 eV. This last result shows
the strong suppression overj. As a consequence, the partic
lar caseuju5 l p58310228 eV21 should be discarded. A
bound like~93! seems to have been omitted up to now in t
GZK anomaly analysis.

V. MODIFIED SPECTRUM

In this section we shall show how the only surviving LQ
correction from our previous analysis in Sec. IV,A511a,
can affect the prediction of the theoretical cosmic ray sp
trum. Our approach will be centered on the supposition t
the LQG corrections to the main quantities for th
calculation—such as cross sections and inelasticities
processes—are, in the first instance, kinematical correcti
and that the Lorentz symmetry is spontaneously brok
These assumptions will allow us to introduce the adequ
corrections when a modified dispersion relation is known
3-11
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A. Kinematics

When spontaneous Lorentz symmetry breaking occurs
can use the still valid Lorentz transformations to expr
physical quantities observed in one reference system in
other one. This is possible since, under spontaneous sym
try breaking, the group representations of the broken gr
preserve its transformation properties. In particular, it will
possible to relate the observed four-momenta in different
erence systems through the usual rule

pm8 5Lm
npn , ~94!

where pm5(2E,pW ) is an arbitrary four-momentum ex
pressed in a given reference systemK,pm8 is the same vecto
expressed in another given systemK8, andLm

n is the usual
Lorentz transformation connecting both systems. Suc
transformation will keep invariant the scalar product

pmpm52E21p2, ~95!

as well as any other product.
Let us illustrate, for transformation~94!, the situation in

which K8 is a reference system with the same orientation
K and which represents an observer with velocitybW with
respect toK. In this caseLm

n will correspond to a boost in

the b̂5bW /ubu direction, and expression~94! will be reduced
to

E85g~E2bW •pW !, ~96!

pW 85g~pW 2bW E!, ~97!

whereg5(12b2)21/2. A particular case of this transforma
tion will be that in whichbW has the same direction aspW , and
K8 corresponds to the c.m. reference system, that is to
the system in whichpW 850W . In such a case we will havebW

5pW /E andg5E/(E22p2)21/2, jointly with the relation

E85E/g5~E22p2!1/2. ~98!

In other words, the c.m. energy of a particle with energyE

and momentumpW in K will correspond to the invariant (E2

2p2)1/2. Furthermore, such energy is the minimum meas
able energy by an arbitrary observer; this can be confirm
by solving the equation]E8/]b50 from the relation~96!
and by verifying that the solution isb5p/E. This allows us
to interpretE85(E22p2)1/2 as the rest energy of the give
particle. To simplify the notation and the ensuing discu
sions, let us introduce the variables5(E8)2, whereE8 is
given by Eq.~98!.

So far in our analysis, the relativistic kinematics has n
been modified. Nevertheless, a difference from the conv
tional kinematical frame is that in the present theory
product~95! will not be independent of the particle’s energ
conversely, we will have the general expression

pmpm52 f a~E,pW !2ma
2 , ~99!
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where f a(E,pW ) is a function of the energy and the mome
tum, which represents the LIV provided by the LQG effe
tive theories. Let us note that expression~99! is just the
modified dispersion relation

E25p21 f a~E,pW !1ma
2 . ~100!

To be consistentf a(E,pW ) must be invariant under Lorent
transformations and, therefore, can be written as a sc
function of the energy and the momentum.

We have already made mention of the fact that LIV
inevitably introduce the appearance of a privileged syste
in the present discussion we will choose as such a system
isotropic system~which by assumption is the comovin
CMBR system!, and will expressf a(E,pW ) in terms ofE and
pW measured in that system. As may be expected in this s
ation, f a will be a function only of the energyE and the
momentum normp5upW u, since no trace of a vectorial field
could be allowed when isotropy is imposed. For example
the particular case of the dispersion relation for a fermi
the function f a(E,pW ) depends uniquely on the momentum
and can be written as

f a~p!52aap21hap462lap. ~101!

For simplicity, we shall continue usingf a(p) instead of
f a(E,pW ).

Through the recently introduced notation and the use
expression~98!, the c.m. energy of ana particle with mass
ma and deformationf a(p) will be

sa
1/25Af a~p!1ma

2. ~102!

Of course, the validity of this interpretation will be subord
nate to those cases in which

sa5 f a~p!1ma
2.0, ~103!

or, equivalently, to those states with a timelike fou
momentum. Conversely, particles with energies and cor
tions such thatsa5 f a(p)1ma

2<0 will be described by light-
like physical states if the equality holds, or spaceli
physical states if the inequality holds.

A new effect provided by LIV’s is that, if a referenc
system wherep50 exists, then in that system the partic
will not be generally at rest. To understand this it is sufficie
to verify that in general the velocity follows

v5
]E

]p
Þ

p

E
, ~104!

and therefore does not generally vanish atp50. Returning
to Eqs.~96! and ~97!, we can see that whenb5v5]E/]p,
the following result is produced:

]E8

]p8
5gvS ]E

]p
2v D ]p

]p8
50, ~105!
3-12
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wheregv5(12v2)21/2. The result~105! shows that the ve-
locity of the system where the particle is at rest is effectiv
v. There emerges, then, an important distinction between
phase velocityb5p/E of the c.m. system of a particle an
the group velocityv5]E/]p of the same particle.

The above results, for a single particle, can easily be g
eralized to a system of many particles. For instance, the t
four-momentum of a system of many particlesptot

m 5( i pi
m

will transform through the rule~94!, and the scalar produc
(pmpm) tot will be an invariant under Lorentz transformation
~as well as any other product!. As in the case of individua
particles, we defineAs as the total rest energy measured
the system of the c.m. That is to say,

s5Etot
2 2ptot

2 . ~106!

In the case in which we have a system composed of a pr
with energyE and momentump, and a photon~from the
CMBR! with energyv and momentumk ~all these quantities
are measured in the laboratory isotropic systemK), the s
quantity will acquire the form

s5~E1v!22~pW 1kW !2

5~E81v8!22~pW 81kW !2, ~107!

where theE8 andp8 quantities are measured in an arbitra
reference system. In particular, we are interested in the
tem where the proton momentumpW 8 is null; that is to say,
the system in whichE85Asp. If e is the photon energy in
such a system, then

s5~Asp1e!22e2

52Aspe1sp , ~108!

where we have used the dispersion relationv5k ~or e
5k8) for the CMBR photons. These results will allow us
express the main kinematical quantities in term ofe andsp

5 f p(p)1mp
2 . For example, the Lorentz factor that conne

the K system with theK8 system wherep850, will be

g5
E

Asp

. ~109!

Meanwhile, the Lorentz factor connectingK with the c.m.
system~that in whichpW 81kW50) will be

gc5
E1v

sp12Aspe

.
E

sp12Aspe
. ~110!

As a last comment, let us note that to the first order in
expansion of the dispersion relations in terms of the scaleL
and l p , when we consider high energy processes such
p2@ f (p)1m2 we can freely interchange the momentump
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by the energyE in the deviation functionf (p). That is to say,
we may consider as a valid relation the following express

E25p21 f ~E!1p2, ~111!

where we have made the replacementf (p)→ f (E). This pro-
cedure will greatly simplify the next discussion.

B. Modified inelasticity: p¿g\p¿x

Following the same methods as in Sec. II, let us obtain
modified inelasticityK for a process of the typep1g→p
1x, wherex is an emitted particle that, in the present phy
cal problem in which we are interested, can be ap,r, or v
meson. We note that the dispersion relation for the emerg
proton~after a collision with a photon! can be written in the
form

Ep
22pp

25 f p~Ep!1mp
2 , ~112!

whereEp is the final proton energy. Since the left side of E
~112! is invariant under Lorentz transformations, we c
write

~Ep* !22~pp* !25 f p~Ep!1mp
2 , ~113!

where the asterisk denotes the quantities measured in
c.m. system. On the other hand, in such a system, the
lowing conservation relations of energy and momentum
satisfied:

Ep* 1Ex* 5As ~114!

and

~pp* !25~px* !2. ~115!

Substituting both quantities in the relation~112!, we can ob-
tain

2AsEp* 5s1 f p~Ep!2 f x~Ex!1mp
22mx

2 , ~116!

or, in a more convenient form,

2AsEp* 5s1sp~Ep!2sx~Ex!. ~117!

In the same way, we also have the energy conservation r
tion in the laboratory system:

Ep1Ex5Etot . ~118!

Using the definition for the inelasticityKx5DE/E for a pro-
cess, whereDE5Ei2Ef.Etot2Ef , it is possible to rewrite
Eq. ~118! in terms ofKx through the expressions

Ex5KxE, ~119!

Ep5~12Kx!E, ~120!

where E is the initial energy of the initial proton. Having
done this, Eq.~117! now acquires the form

2AsEp* 5s1sp@~12Kx!E#2sx@KxE#. ~121!
3-13
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J. ALFARO AND G. PALMA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 083003 ~2003!
To simplify the development of the inelasticity, let us wri
the former relation asEp* 5F(E,Kx), whereF5F(E,Kx) is
defined through

F5
1

2As
$s1sp@~12Kx!E#2sx@KxE#%. ~122!

On the other side, the Lorentz transformation rules give
the relation between the proton energies in the labora
system and the c.m. system. This relation is

Ep5gc~Ep* 1bcpp* cosu!

5gc~Ep* 1bcAEp*
22sp~Ep!cosu!.

~123!

Combining Eqs.~122! and ~123!, it is possible to find the
general equation forKx :

~12Kx!As5~F~E,Kx!

1AF2~E,Kx!2sp@~12Kx!E#cosu!.

~124!

It should be noted, however, that the solution forKx from
Eq. ~124! will depend on theu angle. For this reason, onc
this last equation is resolved, it is convenient to define
total inelasticityK as the average ofKx with respect to theu
angle. That is to say,

K5
1

pE0

p

Kxdu. ~125!

It is relevant to mention that now, as opposed to the re
~10!, the inelasticityK will be a function of both the energy
E of the initial proton and the energye of the CMBR photon.

C. The ma
2\saÄma

2¿f a„E… prescription

Let us recall our interpretation relative to the fact th
sa

1/25( f a(Ea)1ma
2)1/2 can be understood as the rest ene

of a particlea, as a function of the energyEa that it has in
the laboratory systemK. As we have already emphasize
this interpretation will be valid for particles with timelik
four-momenta.

In the reactions given between high energy protons
the photons of the CMBR, the whole scenario consists of
collision between two particlesp andg, with the subsequen
production of a certain number of final particles. Let us su
pose thata is one of these particles in the final state. Know
edge of the inelasticityK for the reaction will allow us to
estimate the average energy^Ea& with which such a particle
emerges~since K provides the average fraction of energ
with which such a particle is produced!. That is to say, on
average, the rest energy of the final particlea will be sa

1/2

5@ f a(^Ea&)1ma
2#1/2. Moreover, the knowledge of the in

elasticityK will allow us to expresssa as a function of the
energyE of the initial proton:

sa5sa~E!. ~126!
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Following our previous interpretation, we can view the r
cently described process as a reaction between a proton
masssp

1/2, which loses energy emitting particlesa with mass
sa

1/2 calculated in the previous form. This idealized reason
gives us a clear prescription to kinematically modify tho
dynamical quantities with which we must work and whe
energy conservation is involved. This prescription is

ma
2→sa~E!5 f a~E!1ma

2 , ~127!

where we have expressed the correctionf a as a function of
the initial energy of the incident proton.

The prescription~127! establishes the notion of an effec
tive mass that is dependent on the initial energetic conten
a reaction. As a consequence, given the explicit knowle
of the dependence that a cross section has on the masse
energies of the involved states, to obtain the modified v
sion, it will be appropriate to use the discussed prescript

Let us note, however, that an important weakness of
present method is the inability to determine whethermp
comes from the initial state proton~with initial energyE), or
the final state proton@with final energyEp5(12K)E]; es-
pecially since that distinction gives rise to different valu
for sp . To overcome this difficulty, and therefore any amb
guity in the prescription, we shall restrict our treatment to t
caseap50.

D. Redshift

Another important problem related to the introduction
LIV’s in the dispersion relations is whether the redshift re
tion for the propagation of particles in a FRW universe
modified. This could be of great relevance because of
large distances involved in cosmic ray propagation a
therefore, the possible cumulative effects. We shall exam
this issue through the study of a classical pointlike parti
propagating in a FRW space-time.

The most general action for a point particle in a giv
space-time is

S5E
a

b

Ldt, ~128!

with t an affine parameter chosen to accomplishdt
5A2gmndxmdxn @we are using the mostly plus signatu
(2,1,1,1)]. The variation of the action can be realize
through two separated terms:

dS5E
a

b

Lddt1E
a

b

dLdt. ~129!

Starting with the first term, it is possible to writeddt in the
following way ~using um5dxm/dt and identifying the free
torsion connectionsGms

n ):

ddt52gmn

dxm

dt
ddxn2Gms

n umundtdxs. ~130!
3-14
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Naturally, in the above expression we can allowddxm

5d(dxm) andddt5d(dt). The variation of the second term
in Eq. ~129! can be developed through

dL5
]L

]xs
dxs1

]L

]us
dus. ~131!

For thedum variation we must proceed carefully since the
will be constraints betweendum and dxm. We havedum

5u8m2um, where u8m5dx8m/dt8, with dx8m5dxm

1d(dxm) anddt85dt1d(dt). In this way, to the first or-
der in the variations, it is possible to find the following co
straint betweendum and dxm @where we used Eq.~130! to
work out the relation#:

~dum!dt5d~dxm!1um@ghnuhddxn1Gms
n undtdxs#.

~132!

Using the former relations, the complete expression for
variation of the action is

dS5F ]L

]um
1DumGdxmua

b1E
a

bF ]L

]xm
1DGmn

h uhun

2
d

dt S ]L

]um
1DumD Gdtdxm, ~133!

where we have definedD[(]L/]us)us2L. Let us now
define the momentapm as follows:

pm[
dS

dxm U
b

5
]L

]um
1Dum . ~134!

This definition is concomitant with the canonical approa
and allows us to write the equations of motion in a ve
simple and convenient way:

dpm5F ]L

]xm
1DGmn

h uhunGdt. ~135!

We are interested in obtaining an expression for the r
shift relation having as a starting point the equations of m
tion ~135! deduced from theS action. For this we must con
sider the FRW metric

gmn5diagF21,
R2~ t !

12kr2
,R2~ t !r 2,R2~ t !r 2sin2uG .

~136!

To accomplish our goal, let us calculate the variation ofp2

5gi j pipj through a path parametrized byt:

d

dt
p25

d

dt
~gi j pipj !

5S d

dt
gi j D pipj12gi j pi

dpj

dt
.

~137!
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Note that in the preceding expressiondpj is given by the
dynamical equations~135!. Using these equations to simplif
Eq. ~137!, it is possible to deduce that

d

dt
~pR!5

R

p
gi j piV j , ~138!

whereV j is defined through

V i[S ]L

]xi
2ujG i j

k ]L

]ukD , ~139!

and theG i j
k are the FRW spatial connections given by

G i j
k 5

1

2
gkl~gil , j1gjl ,i2gi j ,l !. ~140!

To conclude, we now turn our attention toV i . If we want to
be loyal to the spirit of the FRW space-time formulation, w
must impose isotropy and homogeneity on the Lagrang
L, when expressed in the comoving FRW frame~a charac-
teristic present in our previous development of LIV’s!. That
is to say,L5L(u2,t), whereu25gi j u

iuj . In this way, the
spatial dependence will be throughgi j . If we differentiateL
with respect toxk then

]L

]xk
5

]L

]u2

]u2

]xk

5
]L

]u2
uiuj

]gi j

]xk
, ~141!

which implies that

]L

]xk
5

]L

]ui
ujG jk

i . ~142!

Note that this in turn will mean thatV i50. So, as a genera
result, the usual redshift relation is reobtained:

d

dt
~pR!50. ~143!

E. Spectrum and results

Introducing the above modifications to the different qua
tities involved in the propagation of protons~like the cross
sections and inelasticityK), we are able to find a modified
version for the UHECR energy loss due to collisions. Sin
the only relevant correction for the GZK anomaly isa, we
focused our analysis on the particular casef (p)52ap2. To
simplify our model we restricted our treatment to the ca
a.0 ~consistent with the effective mass interpretation! and
used onlyamÞ0, wheream is assumed to have the sam
value for mesonsp, r andv.

Figure 3 shows the modified energy losst(E) for
UHECR obtained for different values ofam . These are,
curve 1, am59310223 (L.8.6310218 eV21); curve 2,
3-15
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am55310223 (L.1.2310217 eV21); and curve 3,am

50, which corresponds to the case without modificatio
given by the conventional theory. It can be seen theref
how the corrections can affect the main lifetime of proto
propagating through the CMBR, allowing a great improv
ment in the distances that protons can reach before lo
their characteristic energy~for energies greater than
31020 eV!. The effects that the LQG corrections have on t
propagation of UHECR are manifest through a decay of
energy loss in the rangeE;131020 eV. To understand this
recall relation~77! for the threshold condition of photopio
production:

2daEp
2 14Epv>

mp
2 ~2mp1mp!

mp1mp
. ~144!

As we saw in Sec. IV, the condition for a significant increa
or decrease in the energy threshold can be calculate
udau>(2mp1mp)(mp1mp)/2E2. Therefore, for a given
value ofda.0, the energy at which the LIV effects start
take place is

E25
1

2da
~2mp1mp!~mp1mp!. ~145!

In the caseam59310223 ~curve 1 of Fig. 3!, this energy is
E51.131020 eV, while in the caseam55310223 ~curve 2!
this corresponds toE51.531020 eV. Beyond these energ
scales, at aboutE;231020 eV, a sharp decay is observed
the behavior of the curve. This is due to the fact that
modified inelasticityK will strongly constrain the energy
momentum phase space accessible to the final states de
ing on the initial energyE that the primary proton carrie
~recall that nowK is a function of the energyE of the inci-
dent proton and the energye of the CMBR photon!.

We can also find the modified version of the UHEC
spectrum foramÞ0. Figure 4 shows the AGASA observa

FIG. 3. Modified energy loss for UHECR due to collisions. T
figure shows the caseamÞ0, for three different values of the
weave scaleL. Curve 1:am59310223 (L.8.6310218 eV21);
curve 2: am55310223 (L.1.2310217 eV21); curve 3: am50
~without modifications!.
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tions and the predicted UHECR spectrum in the caseam
51.5310222 (L.6.7310218 eV21) for three different
maximum generation energiesEmax. These are curve 1, 5
31020 eV; curve 2, 131021 eV; and curve 3, 331021 eV.
The Poisson probabilities of an excess in the five high
energy bins for the three curves areP153.631024, P2
52.631024, and P352.331024. The Poissonx2 for the
eight highest energy bins isx1

2510,x2
2510.9, and x3

2

511.2, respectively. The possibility of reconciling the da
with finite maximum generation energies is significant giv
that conventional models require infinite maximum gene
tion energiesEmax for the best fit. For the lower part of th
spectrum~underE5431019 eV!, the parameters under con
sideration leave the spectrum completely unaffected. Thi
due to the fact that in such a region the dominant reactio
pair production, which has not been modified to obtain
spectrum. A more accurate study on this issue would req
the computation of a modified inelasticity for pair creatio
Meanwhile, we must content ourself with the semiqualitat
criteria given in Sec. IV to rule out the parameters.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The scientific challenge that represents the search for
empirical backgrounds to test quantum gravity theories is
the embryonic stage. In this context, the possibility that
trahigh energy cosmic rays could be experiencing quan
gravity effects places us in a very challenging situati
which deserves attention. Nevertheless, the present stag
UHECR observations demands that we proceed with cau
and patience.

We have seen how the kinematical analysis of the diff
ent reactions taking place in the propagation of ultrah
energy protons can set strong bounds on the paramete
the theory. In comparison with our previous work, we ha
eliminated some previously open possibilities by the parti

FIG. 4. Modified UHECR spectrum and AGASA observation
The figure shows the modified spectrumJ(E) multiplied byE3, for
uniformly distributed sources and without evolution, for the ca
am51.5310222 (L.6.7310218 eV21). Three different maximum
generation energiesEmax are shown. These are, curve 1, 531020

eV; curve 2, 131021 eV; and curve 3, 331021 eV.
3-16
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lar study of pair creationp1g→p1e11e2, in the energy
region where this reaction dominates the proton’s inter
tions with the CMBR. In this way, the only possibility sti
open @for the corrective terms considered in the expans
~54! for the dispersion relations# and favored by the LQG
scales is the correctiona. If this is the case, a favored regio
for the scale lengthL estimated through the threshold ana
sis would be

2.6310218 eV21&L&1.6310217 eV21. ~146!

Similarly, the kinematical corrections can be studied
more detail when their effects are considered in the theo
ical spectrum. In this regard, we have seen how to develo
modified version of the inelasticity for photopion productio
and its implications in the mean lifetime of a high ener
proton as well as on the spectrum. To accomplish this
task we have assumed a spontaneous Lorentz symm
breakup only in the effective equations of motion, allowi
the use of Lorentz transformations on the dispersion r
tions. Therefore, the result~124! can be used in a more gen
eral context than the special case offered by the LQG fra
work.

Special mention must be made of a recent developm
@41#, where the dispersion relations for fermions and bos
are generalized to include the extra factorY. It should be
noted that this new factor always appears in the disper
relations in the form (l p /L)Y, such that the parametera in
a

,

v,

y

v.
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our Eq. ~44! gets an extra factor (l p /L)Y21. This freedom
can be used to move the scaleL down if needed, so that the
cosmic ray momentump always satisfies the boundpL
<1, without changing our prediction of the UHECR spe
trum.

Future experimental developments like the Auger arr
the Extreme Universe Space Observatory~EUSO!, and orbit-
ing wide-angle light collector~OWL! satellite detectors will
increase the precision and phenomenological descriptio
UHECR. On the more theoretical side, progress in the dir
tion of a full effective theory, with a systematic method
compute any correction with a known value for each coe
cient, is one of the next steps in the ‘‘loop’’ quantizatio
program@49,50#. Therefore, it is important to trace a phe
nomenological understanding of the possible effects t
could arise as well as the constraints on LQG, in the high
low energy regimens~for other phenomenological studies o
LQG effects, see, for example,@51# and @52#!.
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